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PressingintothepoliticalSphere

AustinBurton
Opinion Editor

"Not really," said Emerson, a senior internationalstudies
major whohasbeen apart ofSUYDfor four years."Of course
the groups have somebasic philosophical differences, but I
From their names alone,the two organizations appear to don't remember any major conflicts."
It could,however, be just a matter of time before sparks
be at odds with each other. But nearly everyone involved
Of the four prominent political clubs on campus, two are
fly.
with the Seattle University YoungDemocrats (SUYD) and
still
in their infancy and one is undergoing a rebuilding prothe SU Reform Democrats say there is no bad blood becess.
But their mere existence is encouraging to those who
them.
might
think the 18-24 year old American demographic has
It's not a competition thing," said JamieEmerson,presilost
(or never had any) interest in politics.
all
them,
definitely.
dent of SUYD. "Iwouldlove to work with
2002,
In
Dr.Richard Youngcreated theReformDemocrats.
The Young Democrats tend to be left of the general mainprofessor of Political Science at SU, Young
An
associate
anyway, probably more in line with the Reform
president
serves
as
of the non-profit organization. The SU
mocrats."
Reform
chapter
of
the
Democrats held its first meeting last
sven ona relatively small college campus that seems far
one
spring
meeting so far this year.
and
have
had
political
city,
heart of the
the words "not a
ay from the

»en

learn

-npetition" sound out of place in the usually cutthroat

political scene. But even if there is no intra-party feud, the
Young Democrats and Reform Democrats must have had
run-ins with the College Republicans,right?

regional track
championship

"We view politics as aninstrument for gaining the enactthat will solve societal problems, not the search for issues that will ensure election and
reelection," Young states on the club's website. He says the
ment of good public policies
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group's goal is tocome up with"a political strategy forachieving social change" while not acting as a third party.
Though the two democratic organizations at SU are similar, Dr. Young felt it necessary to resign his post as SUYD
faculty advisor last year, citing a possible conflict of interest. At the moment, SUYD is still looking for a replacement
faculty advisor.
David Brubaker, associate professor of biology, advises
the SU Reform Democrats. Despiteparticipating ina number of political causes over the years; from anti-Vietnam war
demonstrations in his college days torecent WTO demonstrations; Brubaker does not considerhimself a political person. "I'm not an activist.I've done demonstrations, but I'm
not out there beatingmy chest all the time," he said.
Brubaker, who is also faculty advisor to the EarthAction
Coalition, was not involved with any political clubs when
Youngasked him to advise the Reform Democrats.

See POLITICS, Page 8
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Bubbles bathe Quad U.N. luncheon a sucess

introduces international students to local
families so thattheir experienceis notjust
limited to the Seattle University campus.
Friendship Family provides students
with "a view from outside the campus,"
saidRachel Zhu, an international student
from Hangzhou, Chinapursuing herMasters degreein finance.
It also gives local families a "window
on the world," according to Brannen.
The International Student Center has
events throughout the year and everyone
is welcome to come.Their biggest event
is International Week, which culminates
with the International Student Dinner.
This year it will take place Jan. 31 SI
For more information on the ISC visit
their website at www.seattleu.edu/ students/isc.

Mark Griswold
Staff Reporter

Lauren Farricker
Staff Reporter

Nearly 200 students,faculty,and friends
crowded the International Student Center
(ISC) for yesterday'sUN Luncheon.
TheISC represents students fromover
50nations and it seemed as ifmost ofthem
were there, along withdishes from their
home countries. ISC Director Faizi
Ghodsi, originally from Iran, brought
zereshk polo, arice and berry dish. Also
available were crepes,guacamole, fried
rice, and many other foods.
Dan Brannen, a volunteer from the local community,has been helpingout with
international student events for more than
20 years and says that the ISC is a means
for providing visitors to this country "a
home away from home." He also assists
with the Friendship Family program that

On the night of Friday, Oct. 17, the Quad
fountain became victim to a senseless act of
vandalism. The crime committed can be described withone word:bubbles. The bubbles
towered throughout the Quad and tookhours
to clean up.

Incidents such asbubbles intheQuad fountain happen continuously throughout the
school year.
"Tends to be once a quarter," says Officer
McCue of Public Safety.
This was the first act of the quarter. Although the Quad has surveillance withcameras it is veryhard to find the perpetrators of
this crime. This is especially true when it
comes toacts of bubble terrorismwhich come
at night.
Weather

drenches

Mark Griswold
StaffReporter
The torrent ofrain that fell on Seattle
this past Mondaycaused extensive flooding throughout the area but the Seattle
University campus made it through the
stormrelatively unscathed.
Itkept the facilities department running
aroundall day Monday fixingminor window leaks caused by the combination of
heavy rainand strong winds.
Someadditional caulkingonthe outside
ofthese windows willcontinuetherestof
this week.
In addition to these leaks, the taciiiues

SU

department was keptbusy "wet-vacing"
low-lyingareas. Themostextensivedamage was in the basement of the Law
School where water from the city storm
catch basin backedup in the pipes.
"It wasmore ofanuisance,"stated facilities supervisor JeffBuller,referring to
the work his department had to do on
Monday.
Theraindidhave some benefits,however. "Itgave ussomeindication ofproblem areas," said Buller,who was incontact with the security departmentas well
as other members ofhis departmentuntil
11 pm on Monday night when the rain
began tolet up.

.

KSUB on Internet
of KSUB at SU states,
"Goalsfor KSUB are to increase listenership
and awareness of our online broadcast,
With their first internet webcast onOcto- broadcast SUhome sporting events andcamber 1st,KSUB decided tocelebrate their suc- pus music events,broadcastofDebateClub's
debates, as wellas increasing student awarecess andholdan OpenHouse onOctober 16"\
since
ness
and participation withKSUB."
a
on
campus
presence
KSUBhas had
For thoseinterested in becoming involved,
1994, whichin its early years wasonlyavailhttp://
able tohearwithin the SUradius. The growth check out the website
spots
www.seattleu.edu/ksub,
are
DJ
there
of the station is shown in this year's possibe
can
found
in
the
bility of being able to broadcast KSUB over still available. KSUB
for
Campion
Resident
Halland
basement of
the internet.

Lauren Farricker
StaffReporter

strong advocate

"This allowsyour parentsinNew York to
hear what the station is up to, it allows for

your listeningpleasurecan be found on 89.1
FM and 1330 AM and on theinternet through
their website.

increase of audience," explains Scan Reid
News Director for KSUB.
John Carter, a staff member who is a

CorrectionChampionship Field does not use
pesticides as Kevin UN's Oct. 16th oped stated. Synthetic fertilizers are used
on Championship Field while the rest of
the campus uses organic fertilizers.
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Academic Diving Program emphasizes adventure
Kate Opatz
Staff Reporter
Students looking for adventure, a challenge, or an excuse
to go to Hondurasmaybe candidates for SeattleUniversity's

academic diving program.
Dr. Daniel Matlock, diving safety officer, introduced the
idea ofacademic diving to SU in 1997. He had just returned
from divinginGuam and Palau while on sabbaticaland was
contacted by interested students.

"I wanted to give undergraduates a chance to do something adventurous," said Dr. Matlock, "I did it for inspirational purposes."
Hereceivedapproval fromthe University andbecame sanctioned by American Academic Underwater Sciences (AAUS),
a national organizationthat guides diving groups on training, records, and supervision issues.
A unique qualityof the SU divingprogram is its availability to undergraduate students or non-science majors. "Most
universitiesthat have divingprogramsdon't havethe capacity for this," said Dr. Matlock.
Dr. Matlock offers a six-week summerclass in addition to
dives throughout the school year. Jenny Miller, a biology
major, participated in the class and used diving as a part of
her seniorproject about sea anemones.
"It wasa great experience,"said Miller, "How many people
can say they conducted their experiment 60 feet under water?"

Once the training has been completed, students can use
their diving skills to do research,complete a senior project,
or simply have fun.
Dr. Matlockhas beencertified for scuba divingsince 1970
andhas divedin Oregon, Washington,Guamand theNorthern Marianas. Palau.Maui. Florida and Honduras.
Each summer he takes students to GuanajaIsland. Honduras, to dive on the coral reefs.
"It's beautiful and safe there," said Dr. Matlock, "and less
expensive than many areas in the Pacific."
The academic diving program was inspired by Dr.
Matlock's desire to show students a way to use a college
degree for acareer withan adventurousaspect.
"Divinghas somesex appeal," said Dr. Matlock, "It's outside the normal boundaries."
He admits that the process has been a challenge. "It's difficult tokeep it goingas aone man operation. Itis very time
consuming."

Jenny Miller takes the plunge.

Photos courtesy of Dr. Matlock

Jenny Miller and Dr. Matlock prepare for
a dive scheduled as a part of a six- week
summer class.

In addition,thereisn't a large demandat SU for an expanOne of Dr. Matlock's long-term goals for the program is
sive diving program. According to Dr. Matlock, many stuan ongoing environmental project for students to work on
dents aren't aware of the program. The financial demands
However,he emphasizes that participation is
are also an "inhibiting factor" to many prospective divers. after training.
not
restricted
to
Students are responsible for the costs of equipment, which interest diving.researchandis open to any student withan
in
are can be over$2,000.
demonstratesthe potential for excitement in any
"Diving
"Thenumber of students who can afford the time and ex- career,"
Dr. Matlock
said
pense is small."

Take Back the Night a step toward activism
personal stories of rape, encountering friends who had
been assaulted, and witnessing assaults without acting out against them.
Mike Sletten, Director of Public Safety, then spoke
campus security. There are approximately 50
about
rape and abuse. A philosophy and women's studies pro- blue emergency lights located on campus that
students
fessor, Vest believes that men should take responsican access.
bility and educate other men about sexual assault.
The Public Safety Department is open 24 hours per
"Rape is perpetrated by men, usually at day, with a response time of two
minutes to any blue
women...men have to take an active role in stopping light.
it," Vest said.
According to Sletten, the emergencylights are in fact
Lindsay Palmer, a sexual assault educator from the more often used for dorm lockouts than campus asKing County Sexual Assault Resource Center, talked saults.
about the emotional trauma victims face. Palmer exThere is also a Public Safety Escort Service offered
plained that the key to coming to terms with rape or to
students around the clock. Students canbe escorted
assault is realizing that the victim is not at fault.
up to two blocks off campus.
"There are no rules about who can offend, who gets
Take Back the Night (TBTN) debuted at SU last
offended, andunder what circumstances," Palmercauspring as the brainchild of Residence Life and Houstioned.
ing. Campion Residence Hall Director Todd Dunfield
If the victim is 18 or older, they have the option of was in charge organizing the event with the help
of
of
pressing charges. However, many victims are reluc- campus
RA's. According to Dunfield,there hasn't been
tant to speak of their experience to law enforcement, an
assault reported on campus in a decade, a statistic
or even family, due to feelings of shame or guilt.
points, not to safety, but secrecy.
that
Senior Soonja Doyle spoke about her encounter with
"I see this event as an on-ramp to activism. Other
sexual assault. Doyle said she blamed herself, even
universities have had these programs since the early
though she was "playing by the rules" and in the com'80s and '90s. Seattle University is very behind the
pany of close friends at the time.
times in that regard," said Dunfield.
"I got away. My guardian angel gave me a really
Dunfield became familiar with sexual assault awareIknow there are a lot of people out
good left hook
ness programs while working on TBTN during college
there who can't say the same. For that, Iam so sorry," at Gonzaga University.
said Doyle.
TBTN was started in 1973 as a protest march in San
One in twelve male college students have commit- Francisco, CA. Wednesday's event
concluded with a
ted acts that meet the legal definition of rape or at- march around SU's campus, and a vocal appeal to
take
tempted rape, according to a University of California
night.
back
the
Santa Cruz rape prevention study.
To Contact a 24-hour Sexual Assault Resource Line,
Students at Take Back the Night were welcomed to call 1-800-825-7273. To report a rape or sexual astalk about their personal experiencesduring a segment sault, contact the Special
Assault Unit of the King
called 'Student Speak Out.' Individuals shared their County Sherrif's Office at (206) 296-7557.

Students gather to speak out against sexual assualt
and offer support for victims of these crimes
CiennaHahn

StaffReporter

Kleenex boxes lined the aisles,and tears lined cheeks
last Wednesday, October 15, as Seattle University's
second Take Back the Night event sought to educate
students about rape and sexual assault.
Held in the Leßoux conference roomof the Student
Center, a packed audience listened as students, faculty, and guest lecturers shared their experienceswith
rape and assault.
Trained counselors draped in white sashes discretely
patrolled the room, offering aid and comfort to students who needed it.
One in four college women is a victim of rape or
assault during college. Ninety percent of those rapes
involve drugs or alcohol. Eighty percent of victims are
acquainted with their attackers.
"It doesn't matterif you're here as a survivor, a supporter, or a past assaulter; this is a safe place. We are
a community, here to listen to and heal each other,"
said Master of Ceremonies Adana Lloyd to begin the
evening.
Rape occurs every two minutes in the U.S., with seventy percent of rapes or sexual assaults going unreported, according to the U.S. Justice Department. In
nine out of 10 cases, women are the victims of assault,
studies show, although a growing number of gay males
are reporting rapes and sexual assaults.
"What kind of beasts are we, to allow this brutality
to go unchecked? It's a form of terror we've been
trained to accept," said Professor Jennifer Vest.
Vest shared poetryand personal stories dealing with

...
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Arab Festival one big party
Mark Griswold

Staff Reporter

Thousands of people recieved
a warm welcome, or Ablan Wa
Sahlan, as they descended on Seattle Center last weekend for Arab
Festival. This was the third festival since 1999 and was sponsored by Seattle Center's Festal,
a group celebrating various ethnic cultures.
Arab Festival took place in
the Center House and presented
lectures on Arab culture,movies,
and an artexhibit featuringsculptures,painters and photographers
from around the Arab world.At
the nearby Fisher Pavilion several

area merchantsand organizations
set up boothsexhibiting artwork,
selling food, and doing Henna, a

serve over "800 platters and 800
sandwiches" of falafel on Satur-

GRADUATING?
Want to teach English around
the world?

semble, a group of three brothers

TESOL

of Palestinian descent from San (Teaching English to Speakers ofOther
Francisco, and Chicago comedian
Languages)
"Everybody loves Abdullah" Ray
CERTIFICATION
Hanania, whose sardonic views
earned intensively in4 weeks
12 Seattle U credits
on being an Arab-American are
off-campus tuition rate
available in hisbook "I'm Glad I
Look Like a Terrorist: Growing WWW.SCHOOLOFTESL.COM
Up Arab inAmerica."
Over 400 people attended the (The SchoolofTESL is an affiliate
ofthe SchoolofEducationandalso
party, according to event coordioffers onlineand night classes.)
nators, and the it went well into
the night. "At 1:30 a.m. we had
(206)781-8607
to kick them out," exclaimed
Boyajian.

day alone and continued to be
busy on Sunday.
"It was bigger than we expected," said festival producer
Silvette Boyajian, commenting
on how many people showed up.
She added that the weather did
an excellent job of cooperating,
which helped to draw in so many
people. The festival has continued to grow insizeand she hopes
that the next Arab Festival, in
2005, will be evenbigger.
The festival is run mostly by
A hafla, Arabic for party, was
on
Saturday
night
held
and fea- volunteers and is held only once
which has a restaurant on Broad- tured performancesby the world every two years.
"We meet with the Seattle
way nearUnion Street, helped to renowned Georges Lamman EnCenter every month to coordinate
the festival," said Boyajian.

form of non-permanentbody art.
A coffeehouse, a central part of
Arab culture, was set up in a tent
outside and servedArabic coffee,
argeela, or Arabic water-pipe.
The festival also featured several live entertainers, including
Nath Keo, who performed amartialarts dance from UpperEgypt,
and the Salaam Band which
played traditional Moroccanmusic and accompanied the Banat
Sahar troupe, a group dancers.
The Mediterranean Kitchen,

The Arab Festivalhas gained
more attention since it became
part of Festal and gained financial support from the Seattle Center.

Before 1999, gatherings of the

Not Ready for

Arab community had been orga-

nized by the Arab Center of
Washington. The first such gathering was held in 1993 at the
home of Kay Bullitt, a Seattle
philanthropist who has been active in various causes including
international relations for over 40

the LSAT?

I'm Steven Klein. LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think iuiyone knows more
<ibout this test, or haw to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
Leach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
years.
My nine week coui'se features
The Arab Festival receives 36 hours of class time with
about a third of its almost $50 weekly help sessions and five
exams for the reasonable
thousand budget from grants writ- mock
price of $895.
ten by the King County Arts
Ican answer any LSAT quesCommissionand the Seattle Cen- tion let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
ter Festal group. Other funding
524-4915
comes mostly from food sales and
ticket sales for the hafla.

-

Mark Griswold

The Georges Lamman Ensemble entertains a crowd Saturday night.

-
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Paid Training. Applicants must
have excellent customer service
skills, a clean drivingrecord,

PROFESSIONAL VALET
PARKING
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and be able to drive stick shift
vehides Ca 800.208-5039
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Information Session
Date: Friday, October 24
Time: 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Room: Pigottl03

RSVP: 206-296-5730 Or
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Average$8-$12 perhour.

" Join us for pizza!
" Hear from past participants.
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You'llbe surprised!
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SU students and alumni.
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Anna Nguyen
Co-Founder of Ginger Lime
Wednesday, October29
SU Alumnus, '97 BS in Civil Engineering
"The Ginger Lime Story-Challenges of Starting a Business...Lessons Learned So Far

Jeffry Levy
President
The Entrepreneur's Source
Wednesday, November 5

"What's Keeping You From Being an Entrepreneur?"

Daniel Byrne, President
Secure Biologies, LLC.
Tuesday,November 18
"From Cold Calls in the Basement to GrowingByrnes Specialty Gases
and Now IAm Doing It Again?" LessonsLearned and Advice on
Starting a Business.

Time: 12p.m. to 1p.m.
Room: Pigott 416

Lunch provided

Registration:www.seattleu.edu/asbe/ec/eadvisor
(normally limited to first 12 students to register)
Sponsoredby The Entrepreneurship Center
206-296-5730, ec@seattleu.edu
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SU brings art to campus with 'On Site' series
Mark Griswold
Staff ßeport
Thepulse ofthe Domba, the song ofharvest
festival,beats out ona djembe drum awakening
themindevenas itputsonein aprimordial trance.
The syncopatedrhythmof thesabar, orbassdrum,
adds color to the cadence.
A group of sevenstudentshave gatheredina
circle to learnthistradition ona varietyofbrightly
coloredinstruments.
Their teacher, Ibrahima Camara,is the former
lead drummerand musical directorof a the NationalBallet dv Senegal andisdressed inequally

colorful clothing. ThisisAfrican Drumming and
Dance andit meets every Wednesdaynight.It is
just one of the classes availableas part ofSeattle
University's newOnSite series.
New this year,theOnSiteseriesof workshops
in the arts are "drop-in" classes that require no
previous experience. For anyone whois interestedin dabblinginthe artsbut whomay nothave
the time or moneynecessary to devote to a full
timeclass thisis a goodprogram.
"I'm loving it. It's lots of fun," exclaimed
Adrienne Hawley, a drama student who is participating in the Monday night Improvisational
Theater workshop.
"It'snopressure.Comeby for anhour if that's
all youcando,"saiddrama instructor. MattSmith,
adding thathe thinksifpeopledropby when they
can they willbecome moreinterested and theOn
Site program willgrow in popularity.
Lastyearheconducted animprovisation workshop, whichmet in the Fine Arts building, but it
was not as popular as it has been this year. Last
week'sclasshad overtwenty peopleinattendance.
Ifa student prefers to bemoreofa spectatorto
the arts, then SU art professor Father Josef
Venker's First ThursdayArtwalks may be more
to theirliking. The first Thursdayofeverymonth
FatherVenker willlead studentsdown to Pioneer
Square to visitarea art galleries' eveningart receptions.
Artprofessor FranciscoGuerrero willhold a

Ibrahima Camara helps
Mandev Sidhu learn drumming
technique.

Figure Drawing class on Wednesdays for those
who want to learn to drawthe human form.
Allclasses meet in the eveningsandthere is a
nominalcharge forthose not currently enrolledat
Seattle University. For times and locations stop
by the Fine ArtsOffice opendaily from8:30 a.m.
to 4:30p.m.and pick up a brochure orcall Sonya
Joseph at(206) 296-5360.
To seemorephotosof the African Drumming
workshop as wellas a short videoclip ofthe exPhotosby A J Chavez
perience log onto the Spectator website at Bree McKenna and Brad Sherman play along with Instructor
www.spectator-online.com.
Ibrahima Camara.
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SU athlete races his way to the top
AustinBurton
Opinion Editor

2001, finished in the top half of the men's

45-49 year olddivisionofthe California Half
—
IronmanTriathlon whichconsists of a 1.2mile swim, a 56-mile bike ride and a 13.1mile run.
"I wanted to be like him, and Inaturally
did things he did," Steve saidof his dad. "I
used to go mountain biking a lot with him
when Iwas little and was always so blown
away with how strong he was.
"I actually always wanted to be a great
cyclist, because wealways watched theTour
de France together and went to this big mountain bike race in Arizona called the Cactus
Cup. Igot to see thebest mountain bikers in
the nation and thought they were just the
coolest people ever."
Steve startedcompeting in triathlons as a
kid, and in 2002 he swam, biked and ran in
the Carlsbad (Calif.) Triathlon. "1 placed
prettyhigh in my agegroup," Steve said. "I'm
decent on the bike but I'm a terrible swimmer."
"Runninghas givenme a sense of drivein
life. Everything works out better. Ihave more
energy to put intomy studies and everything
else," he said. "Beingon the teamislikehavinga new family, a senseofplace. [Running]
has also given me a lot of confidence, and
my self-image has improved.Whenever I'm
running I know Ihave a shot at winning,
whichI've transferredinto life in general."
Oneof those self-affirming moments happened onApril 27, whenhe ran in the 10,000
meter at the famed Oregon Invitational,one
of the few GNAC runners to qualify for the
prestigous meet.

On a goodday, Steve Manos likens himself to a dumb horse.
That's not tosuggest that he lacks

intelligence.On the contrary, the Seattle University senior cross country and track standout is set tograduate with an economics degreenext

spring,and after graduationplans to
eitherget his master'sin the subject
or attend law school.
With a 3.4 GPA, Manoshas been
on the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference(GNAC)Academic All-

Conference

team in both sports

for

the lasttwo years.
But on the track... well, it's best
to let him explain: "In high school,
my coach always said 'run like a
dumbhorse.'Ahorse willrunas long
as the jockey tells it to. It doesn't
think; it just runs as hard as it can.
When you think during a race, you
destroy yourself."

For Manos, this almost too simple
approach has proved to be beneficial. He is usually SU's top finisher

in cross country events, and is one
of the best collegiate long-distance Steve Marios (left)
runners in theNorthwest.
SteveManosdidn't growup admiringthe
Last year, he finished 13th at the GNAC same athletes you did. While most kids in
cross country championship meet and 33rd at his hometown of Phoenix,Ariz.,probably
theNCAA Division IIWest Regional Cham- looked up to Charles Barkley of theNBA's
Suns or Aeneas Williams ofthe NFL's Carpionships.
During track season he recorded the second- dinals, Manos was a fan oftriathletes Scott
fastest GNAC times in both the 5,000-meter TinleyandMark Allen,and Tour de France"Forany distancerunner,runningunder the
and 10.000-meter run, and also competed in winningcyclists GregLeMondandMiguel lights at Oregon is like playing at Duke if
you're a basketballplayer," Manos said,refthe 1,500-meter.Manos placed second in the lndurain.
5.000-meterraceat theGNACTrack andField
But the biggest sports idol in Steve erencing Oregon's rich traditionthatincludes
Championships. His personal-best time of Manos' childhood was his father. Tom famous alumnus Steve Prefontaine. "It was
3 1.00.95 in the 10,000-meter is the third-best Manos, the Chief Financial Officer for phenomenal.Iwasevena littleintimidated."
With two top 10 finishesalreadyunderhis
time amongNorthwest-area schools in the past Arizona's MaricopaCounty, has competed
years,
in
more
and
in
years.
five
triathlons for
than 20
belt this season, Manos will be showing

Spectator looking
for sports writer
Contact Erica Terence at terence@seattleu.edu

GNAC runners the bottom of his shoes all
year 'round. SU will field teams in cross
country (Fall), indoor track (Winter) and outdoortrack (Spring) for the first time.It'sstill
justrunning for Manos, but there are differences.
"Iconsider myself more of a track runner,
just because everyoneknows track since they
watch the Olympics. But there's something
veryprimereal about cross country thatIlike.
Just drop guys offin thewoods andhave them
race," said Manos.
Inthe 5,000-meter run at the GNAC championship track meet last May, Manos was in
the lead with about two and a half laps to go
before Western Washington's ZachBoteilho
outkicked him in the last 1,000 meters for
the conference title.

This year, Manos' goal is to not allow the
same thing to happen again, and to try and
go to nationals.
It's race day.
SteveManos wakes up three hoursbefore
the race and eats a light meal. When he gets
to the sitehe runs for fiveminutes alone,then
warms up and stretches with the team. Fifteen minutes before the race, he downs a
sugar packet or two.
At the starting line he tells himself jokes,
because he doesn't run well in a bad mood.
"Smile, Steve," his high

school coach used

to tell himjust beforeevery race.Now coach

Brian Montgomery gives him the same reminder. Just before the starter's gun, he silently says a prayer.
CRACK!
The race begins, and it's not joking time
anymore. The "dumb horse"mentality kicks
inand Manos mindlessly glidesalong,either
through the woods or down the track, until
he crosses the finish line. It's only then that
he will allowhimself to look back and see
who is behind him and fully take in how
—
many— if any runners are in front ofhim.
It's only then that he starts trinking again.
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Getting Started
Saturday, November 8
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Pigott 101

"
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Introducing..A

2003-04 \
Club Recognition \
j/
On-line!
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Marketing Matters: Getting Customers
Saturday, November 15

9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Pigott 101

Determining How Much You Need and
Finding Funds to Finance Your Passion
Friday, November 21
9 a.m. to 1 2:30 p.m.

Goto

_.

_

and select "Forms and Policies" to begin.

Questions?

Pavilion 180

getinvolved@seattleu.eduor 296-2525

An additional $20 for in-person
payment and or registration on
day of workshop.

Instructor: Jamie Curtismith, Owner
Cyrtismith Consulting

Information and registration
Phone: 206-296-5730
Web:

$50 Students/faculty /staff

Pre-registration:

,r, rt
rigott IUo

www.seattleu.edu/student/activities/

Contact Student Activities
Center for Student Involvement

XMIWIIRMWITCHBNfIHHHfIHHHk*
$75 Alumni
$1Oo General public

'
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Hi

HBM
Pre-registration:

I

%7S Studems/foculty/staff

$150 Alumni
| $200 General public

1

www.seattleu.edu/asbe/ec/cramcourse ||Q
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Redhawks coach lives and breathes soccer
LaurenFarricker

Staff Reporter

Julie Woodward:
SU's Women's Soccer Coach

REDHAWKS
SPORTS & LEISURE

Julie Woodward has been coaching at SU for seven sea-

CALENDAR

sons.

Woodward began her coaching career as the Assistant
Coach at theUniversity of Montana where shecoached while
going to graduateschool to study Health and HumanPerfor-

Thursday October 23rd

mance.
"Like many coaches Ifell into coaching, which worked
out well because it helped pay for graduateschool," she ex-

plained.
Julie made the transition from University of Montana to
SU by former head coach Betsy Duerksen.
"I want tosee players improve not onlyas athletesbut also
grow as people," said Woodward.
This year's groupis the most hardworking group of women
she has ever coached, which is visible in theirrecordso far
this season.
In her spare time Woodward is a "soccer coach who is a
soccer mom." She currently has three kids, and she is six
months pregnant with her fourth.
Woodward spends most of her time going to her kid's soccer games,and carpooling them around.
"If Ihave spare time Ilike to run around with the jogging ,
stroller," Woodward said.
Julie Woodward

.. ... .

.

Women's Soccer vs. SeattlePacific 7 p.m.
@ Interbay Stadium in Seattle
Kickboxing 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Yoga Plus 4-5:15 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room
Yoga 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Sculpting 6:10-6:55 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Irish Step Dance 7-8 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Friday October 24th
Pnoto courtesy ofSU Athletics

Yoga 1-2 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Women's Volleyball vs. Western away

A glimmer of hope in Seattle

Despite their losingpast, the Hawks
keep fans on the edge of their seats
Angelina Sanelli

Sports Editor

In the past it was very seldom that
would ever hear anyone actually
admit to being a Seahawks fan. But if
you had gone to a Seahawks game
sometime in the lastcouple years or so,
you could always find a few die hard
fans who just knew that the Seahawks
could eventually prove to the football
world that they were actually a good
you

team.

Well, it's timefor those fans to stand

up and say "I told you so." I never
thought that the Seahawks would or
evencould actuallybe a good team. The
team has now turned themselves
around. With a record of 5-1, this has
turned out to be the best record so far
that this franchise has everseen.
Every week it seems that the excitement builds for this team. Sundays have
turned into Seahawks day at my house.
With the game playing on every radio
and every TV in the house, my dad and
brothers make sure that they don'tmiss
a single thing that happens in the game.
With the $500 million home that has
beenbuilt for this team, the fans arenow
getting their moneys worth for the ex-

pensive tickets being sold for each
game.
In the lastgameagainst the Chicago
Bears, the Hawks almost lost it to a
team that happens to be one of the
worst teams in the league.So when the
scorebecame tiedon Sunday at 17-17,
you would think that most people
watching the gamebegan thinking that
the team actually hasn't changed one
bit. But the Hawks continued to fight
to the end, as the fans in the stadium

and at home stuck withthem the whole
way through.
In the fourth quarter the teampulled
through when Scan Alexander raced

left side and down the
around
field to make the winning touchdown.
This is the kind of game that Seattle
fans are getting used to with the
Seahawks, and they hope that it will
to his

continue.Now that the teamcan finally
trust each other, which was something
that they seemed to lack in past years,
they're winning. This is what Seattle
needs, a winning football team. We
havehad boththeMariners andSonics
go farin recent years,but have not been

exactly the diehardfans youmight see

in other cities. Our fans seem to only
be interested in going to a game or
watching ateam if they are doing well.
And, for the Seahawks, it has been a
long time since they have had a lot of

fans actually go to their games.Out of
16 NFL games during Week one of the
football season,theSeahawkswere the
onlyteam thatdidnotplay for a sellout

crowd.
Now this has changed, but it's easy
to see a trend in Seattle andhow easy
people can fall in and out of being interested in watching a certain sport.
The Seahawks have only been AFC
Western Division champions twice, in
1988 and 1999, since the team began
in 1976. The first playoff appearance
thattheSeahawksmade was in the 1983
AFC Wild Card Game with a 31-7 victory over the DenverBroncos.
I think that it might take a little
miracle to actuallyseethe Seahawks go

to the playoffs, but nothing is impossible lately for this team. Ithink if any
time is a good time, for them to go for
it,its now. They have the right team to
able to see the Seahawks actually pull do it with,and have captured the attenoff a decent season in a long time.
tion of Seattle to help them along the
It also seems that Seattlefans aren't way.

Sophomore Maggie Safranski
dives after the ball at last
week's exciting volleyball
game against Central. The
Redhawks beat the Wildcats
3-1 to complete a 4-match
homestand with a perfect 4-0
record. They improved their
record to 8-3 in the league and

12-16 overall. The Redhawks
travel to Bellingham on the
24th for a big game against
league leader Western Washington, and then head to SPU
on the 25th.

Saturday October 25th
Women's Soccer 3 p.m. away vs. SeattlePacific
Cross Country GNAC Championships (away)
Men's Soccer vs. Western 2 p.m. @
Championship Field
Punt,Pass, Kick 12 p.m. @ South LoganField
Kick-bo 11 a.m.-12 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Sunday October 26th
Men's Soccer vs.Humboldt State 2 p.m. @
Championship Field

Monday October 27th
Women's Soccer vs. NW Nazarene away
Basic Yoga 4:30-5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Spinning 5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

Tuesday October 28th
Jazzercise 7:15-8: 15 a.m. @Connolly Classroom
Pilates 4:45-5: 35 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Racquetball 5-8 p.m. at Racquetball Court 3
Spinning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Dynamic Yoga 5:45-7 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Capoeira 7-8:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
SwingDance 7:30-8:30 p.m. @Pigott Auditorium

Wednesday October 29th
Yoga 4:15-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

-

Evening Yoga 5:30 6:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Wing Chun 6:45-7:15 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Kyokushin Karate TBA (a), Connolly Classroom
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POLITICS(Continuedfrom Page I)
Brubaker says the Reform Democrat organization is still defining its agenda. "We're looking at
more global, long-term issues," he said. "We want to
take a much broader perspective on all issues,all of
the time." The group is currently in the process of
outlining its official mission statement.
"We're not against the Democratic Party at all,"
Brubaker said. "We are working within the party. I
see SUYD and SURD as much of the same, though
there is anuance ofdifference."
On the opposite side of the spectrum are the
College Republicans, another fairly new student
organization that began in the spring of 2002. Advised by Dr.Andrew Tadie of the English department, the club has made its presence known in their
briefexistence.
Last year they attempted to arrange a debate
with SUYD (although it was never accomplished)
and successfully put together a Washington State
College Republican convention at SU at which
author David Horowitz (The Art ofPolitical Warand
other Radical Pursuits and How to Beat the Democrats and Other Subversive Ideas) spoke.
"For conservative student, as well as moderates,
[College Republicans] is a wonderful way to know
their views can grow and develop on campus," said
Dominic Draye, a senior economics and philosophy
major who is also president of the SU College
Republicans. "As a conservative myself, Ifeel lucky
because my views have been tested and exposed
during discussions."
Draye said the SU College Republicans are
going to take another crack at setting up a debate
with SUYD or SUReform Democrats, with topics
ranging from school choice to social security reform.
"It would be good for both groups as far as
achieving the intellectual diversity that should
characterize a Jesuit university," Draye said.
In between the SUYD, CollegeRepublicans
and Reform Democrats sits the Society of Politics.
Run through thePolitical Science department,
society
the
is a nonpartisangroup that focuses on
discussing political issues rather than campaigning
any agenda.
Jesse Nelson, a senior political science major, is
one of the four co-chairs this year. "We want to turn

into a network of students who want to get involved,
or have gotten involved and want to share experiences," he said. "Also, we try to help people get
internships and work study jobs that have something
"
to do with their majors or politics.
The Society ofPolitics is not new to SU, but
Nelson says this year's version will be different, as
they try to go beyond simply discussing the issues.
"We want to get more involved,"he said.
While the organization itself is nonpartisan, it
doesn't mean several political affiliations aren't

represented.
"I'm definitely progressive,but wehave several
libertarians,several activists, several
conservatives...Beingnonpartisan was definitely a
priority, because it makes for better discussions
rather than if everyone agreed on everything," he
said. "We want to have more of a general discussion,

as well as an outlet for networking. That's something
that isn't available as much as it should be on campus."
While attempting to gauge the political climate
ofSU's campus, opinions vary.
"We appear to have a somewhat conservative
campus," Brubaker said. "It seems to lean more
towards the Republicans."
Emerson disagreed. "There's a conservative
element,but Idon't think it's a very conservative
campus. When it comes to important issues, weseem
to lean to the left."
Whether right, left, or in the middle, each of
SU's political clubs says they are not out to shove an
agenda down anyone's throats.
"We're just trying to get people to learn about
the political process," Emerson said. "Just to give
them a chance to be politically active."
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Mexico Mission Trek continues annual trip
Students pull together
funds for ability to
help build homes
Kate White

Staff Reporter
When most students look
toward the end of the quarter they se
a holiday break filled with homecooked meals, family, gifts and
celebration. But for students involved in this year's Mexico Missioi
Trek, the holiday "break" will be a
whole different experience. For the
23 brave individuals making the
"trek," it will,instead, be a chance t<
build, not only houses,but relationships, communities and, most impor
tantly, hope.
Directly across the Mexico/U.S
border lies Tijuana, a transient
community where many Mexicans g
in search of free trade zones and a
chance to cross the border into the
states, for good.
"We get to know the communities there. On a human level, we try
to break down the border that exists
between our community and theirs,"
said Dan Moriarty, Social Justice
Minister and program coordinator.
"The contrast of driving across
As stated on Esperanza's
website, the organization's goal is to
the border alone is shocking to
"plant the seeds, provide assistance
students each year. Erratic traffic,
smells, homes made of garage doors
as requested, then step back and let
populatio
a
water,
contaminated
and
the community take its own course."
growing by over 100,000 people a
Moriarty points out that there is
Tijuana
a very real exyear make
more to the experience in Mexico
ample of poverty," said Kevin Grove
than just acting as a volunteer.
a student leader who
"What looks,
will be making the
to some, like a
charity trip to
"trek" for the third
time.
build houses is
really the practice
As Amber
Mexico Mission
Baker, another
ofan excellent
is a service
student leader for this
model of developDecember's Mexico
on ment work and
program
trip, describes it,
community buildworking 'with'and ing,"
"crossing the border
he said.
the people
into Tijuana is both
not
Partnered
an eye-opening
with "Esperanza,"
Tijuana.
experience as well as
and Tijuana
community memone that confirms the
bers, students' goal
need for volunteer
Kevin Grove
groups there."
is to work hard
"Suddenly you
through the hot
-'
days to put up
are in a place where
houses, often made of
homes that will
scraps from factories and landfills,
last. But, Grove points out that "the
clutter the landscape haphazardly; an trip means different things to differEnglish speaking person is a minority ent people."
instead of vice versa, and there are
For Baker, part of the mission is
millions of people working their lives to "be a guide for all of the particiaway to support themselves and their pants who are completely new to this
families," said Baker.
experience, and may have never even
By teaming up with
been to Mexico at all in their lives."
"Esperanza", an international group
Baker also pointed out, though,
that means "hope," dedicated to
that the mission goes far beyond
preparing the team. Once students
serving the poor and the homeless,
get
students
the opportunity to
cross the border, all the preparation
become a part of the community in
in the world could not determine
Tijuana.
what experience they will have in
"Mexico Mission Trek is a
Mexico.
service program focused on working
"It's about being present in the
'with'and not 'for' the people of
experience, not so that Ican help
homes,"
Tijuana to build concrete
some people in need for a week, or
explained Grove.
feel good about myself, but together,

Trek

focused

of

'for'

making a real and lasting contribution to the work of social justice with
(not for) the communities in
Tijuana," said Baker.
"For other students it means
connecting with the faces of an
impoverished people, a chance to do
service in a different country, or to
explore what Jesuit values mean in a
rather extreme situation," said Grove.
However, just as it costs money
to build houses in Tijuana, it also
costs money to transport, house, and
feed the volunteers who do it. And,
because prices have gone up recently,
the trip will cost about $700 per
student this year; including airfare,
food, lodging, and a contribution to
Esperanza for their work andmaterials. Because the "trek" is entirely
student-funded, raising money is a
significant part of the Mexico Mission experience.
"Each student is asked, at the
beginning, to contribute $250 dollars," said Moriarty.
The rest of the "trek" fund,
however, is raised through many
creative means. Oneof the group's
most successful activities is writing
letters to families, friends, and
parishes in their home communities
explaining what Mexico Mission
Trek is and asking for their support.
Students who raise more than
$700 contribute the excess earnings
to the pool, and as Moriarty pointed
out, "there's usually one or two
people in each group who go above
and beyond, writing like 300 letters."
"We also work as parking
attendants at several Husky football
games during fall quarter," said
Baker.
"Parking cars is not the most
stimulating activity on a Saturday

morning. And, most football patrons
have little regard for parking
agents...it is a humbling experience.
All of that said, however,it's both an
experience that builds camaraderie in
our group and forces us to keep the
goal in mind: working with people in
Tijuana," replied Baker.
"Some other ways we have
raised money include selling Sally
Foster gifts around the holidays and
selling Krispy Kreme donuts and
coffee around campus and after
Sunday mass at the chapel," said
Baker.
They get up early on Saturday
morning to park cars, they miss the
holiday break with their families, and
they cross the border into a land of
heat, hard work, poverty,and injustice. The questionmany have asked,
including Mexico Mission Trek
members themselves, is "why?" As
Baker explains, there are many
reasons students who go back to
Tijuana are inspired to do so.
"Beautypersistently abounds in
Mexico," said Baker.
"The people love bright colors
in their art and flowers. The food is
incredible,and inextricably tied to
the importance of the family. My
stomach starts growling even to think
of the tortillas caseras, the hot,
homemade corn tortillas shared at a
family meal. Faith is an integral part
of daily life," Baker explained.
"All of these things are so
refreshing and humbling to experience, to realize that those who we
might consider to have nothing, in
many ways, have so much
more...These people are our neighbors, and we ought to know them,
work with them, love them, and learn
from them."
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"Dinner & Dreams" is
dazzling, spectacular

Concert attendence 101: know your etiquette
dates earlier than the online Ticketing
stand in the back of the show. But
sites.
don't go into the front of the crowd
Buy tickets at the venue. You and expect other people tonot move
can find a venue'sbox office
about and push just because you
hours online or in The Stranger and
don't want them to.
If youenjoy getting free
make the trip downtown to save on
promotional items, such as
ticketing fees, unless of course you
enjoy paying extra for the privilege of stickers and posters, leave the show
purchasing the ticket online.
during the last song and there'll be
people passing them out front.
If you want to buy merchan
disc from the band, buy
If you're at a show, underperforms
stand that you are there to
before the final band
because
there is typically a large rush for the
have a good time and not to stand
around and look cool, so perhaps
"merch" table after the show is over.
Also, sometimes the band runs out of
you should seem interested in the
the
final
rush.
during
merchandise
band and less interested in your hair
find
you
yourself
If
in a
or the cloves you're smoking.
pit,
pit
push
Perhaps
you could even sing or
mosh
or
or an
people
pushing
along
where
are
dance
to the music. It's fun,
environment
into you, always keep one foot in front you should try it. You don't want to
be one of those cool "scenesters"
of the other and one arm up resting
against the person infront of you.
who are just there to say that they
were there.
This will give you some leverage
If you're that really
against the crowd and prevent you
tall guy with the big fluffy
from being knocked over easily.
Understand that other people
hair would you please
*J
/ are going to touch you at a
either not go to the show or stand in
theback. No one likes ydu; you
show, possibly push you and possibly
rub their sweat all over you. If you do make everyone very angry when
yourbig fluffy headblocks their
not like theidea of having other
people'sbodily fluids touch you then
view of the band.

Greg Boudreau
CoverEditor

Tiffany Small
Features Editor
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Ifthe doors open 7:00,
1then
the show probably
at

Spectacular, racy and daring don't

even begin to properly describe the unique
experienceofTeatroZinzanni.
Themed "Dinner and Dreams," this
show is composed ofnumerous worldrenownedartists.This show dazzles and
amazes theaudience with talents such as
gymnastics, yodeling,and evena vertical

rope act.
Dinner and the show arein the unique
Spiegeltent (mirror tent)whichis one of only
eight spiegeltents in the world.
Encouraged to dress inattire consisting of garments like feather boas, sequined
masks, and colorful hats, the audience shows
up prepared for the upcomingperformances.
The focal star in this show is Mabel,
anidealistic transvestite whoselectively
picks andchooses various men out ofthe
audience to participate in the show. Whether
sheis fondling nipples, feedinggrapes, or
doingsexual gestures withher fan, sheis
armed withclever puns and quick wit that
nearlysteals the show.
Throughout this three hour show a
delicious 5-course mealis served by multiple
waiters, twoprominent parts being Les
Viola!, a pair ofcomics whoplay instruments, do tricks, and perform variouspranks
on the audience during dinner. Mostcast
memberspass fromtable to table talking and
joking with individuals in the audience. My
favorite being Flora theFlower Girl who,
uponnoticing various glasses that are
runninglow,poursminute amounts of water
in them withher wateringcan.

Leading this outfit ofkooky characters
is El Vez, the legendary MexicanElvis with
his sidekick,Roxy Boulevard,a whipcracking dominatrixwho stuns the audience
with her yodeling technique.
Sometimeduring the show, a game of

Zingo is played which results in multiple
winners.The loser,however, is ridiculedand

rewarded by going back stage with Roxy.
The show is notjust performed on
stage but moves to the center ofthe tent and
maneuvers throughout the tables.
Although there is an arrangementof
talents, there is a fly-by-the-seat-of-yourpants quality to eachcharacter's performance
thatmakes this show simply amazing.The
show always changes and evolves.Claimed
to be the single most important reason to
visit Seattle, this show seems to be to Seattle

8

doesn't start until eight, which
means you don't need to arrive
early at the show. People that
arrive early stand in line; it's not
that exciting. Wait a little bit longer
and come to the show alittle bitlater.
If you don't have tickets,
then go to the show early.
If the show is sold out there still
might be a chance to buy a ticket
off someone outside, but be prepared to pay an extra price (it's
called scalping.) Sometimes the
venue will release a few more
tickets the day of the show, which
you'll be able to purchase at the
door.
There are multiple online
ticket services for the
Northwest. If you're looking for
shows online then you'll want to
look at both Ticketmaster and
Ticketwest. It's best to check a
band's website if you are looking
for someone specific. They are
usually more accurate and post tour

5
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AFI gives paramount performance
Melissa Mueller
Copy Editor

To say that AFl's Sunday night
performanceat the Paramount was a

musical experiencebeyond brilliant
would be an understatement. The
sold out show invited old andnew
fans of the talented California band
a glimpse into the heart and soul of
AFL
The concert showcased two
sides of frontman Davey Havok.He
screamedhis heart out during songs
like "Days of the Phoenix," standing on stage like a musical god
while everyone chanted with him.
Afterwards, he resorted to his offstage, polite nature by thanking
everyone for coming (twice).
Although AFI playedmostly
newer songs from their latest
mainstream album Sing the Sorrow,
old fans screamed with delight

when the familiar chords ofolder
songs like "No Poetic Device"
strummed from the stage.
Oneof the many highlights of the
show came when Havok jumped into
the audience during radio hit "The
Leaving Song Part II" and continued
to sing while fans carried him around
andback to the stage.
The band slowed things down
with a performance of "Morningstar."
For most of the song, Havok sang
» while guitarist Jade Pugetplayed,
without the aid of bass guitar or
drums.It not only displayed the
musical chemistry between Havok and
Puget, it also prompted fans to sing
along with Havok's poetic words.
After a while, Havok stopped to look
iat his adoring fans and stretched out
his hands,as if he were feeding off the
iaudience's energy and worship, and let
1 them finish the song for him.
During "Dancing Through

Sunday," Puget's exceptional guitar
solocaused a frenzy throughout the
crowd and caused many people to
"dance in misery" along with the
rest of the band.
Havok even gave the audience
a choice between two songs, "Silver
and Cold" and "This Time Imperfect," Because of the loud cheering
for both songs, Havok had to ask
the audience two more times before
deciding on "Silver and Cold."
Carson began the drumbeats and the*
crowd pumped their fists along with
Puget and bassist, Hunter, in
complete unison.
AFI is no stranger to performing; they've been around now for
over 11 years. The show exhibited
that AFIhas no intention of slowing
down, whether they're embraced by
mainstream or not, and putting a
label on the music they make is
impossible.
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Veronica Guerin insults rather than tributes

Paul Wittmann-Todd

The real joke about
volatile drug trade,ultimately
losing her life in the process.
Veronica Guerin is simply how
Veronica Guerin is a literal
incredibly badit is. Iwas
shocked to find even a hack like
Veronica Guerin, that
translation ofGuerin's struggles
hallowedhero ofIrish journalism, to the screen, literal in the sense
Schumacher releasing a film so
abominably bad.It's pointless to
now has the dubious distinction
that screenwriter Carol Doyle
of being the subject of two
doesn't reallyknow or care about nitpick about the individual bad
terrible movies. Veronica Guerin Guerin beyond what she has read parts of Veronica Guerin,but for
follows When The Sky Falls;John in the papers.
the sake of those who may wish
Veronica Guerin's motivato see this movie, Iwill anyway.
Mackenzie's nigh-unwatchable
tions as a journalist were always
Schumacher doesn't know
2000 thriller. Joel Schumacher
ambiguous,but Doyleignores
tries to directthe movie, and in
how to point a camera, so the
any criticism of the realGuerin,
doing so he cements his position
composition is dull andawkward.
instead, she glosses over any
respected
as the most
and least
The pacing is nonexistent,so the
background,
and
constructs
her
story lacks any significant
talented hack director working in
Hollywood today.
screenplay entirelyout ofcliches. tension. The cinematographyis
Veronica Guerin is a
muddledand blurry; looking like
Schumacher has teamed up
with producer Jerry Bruckheimer, dictionary of Hollywood-biopic
a TV movie on the Lifetime
banality.
For
when
she
network.The
example,
script, a creaking
body
whose
of work includes Bad
Boys IIand PearlHarbor, some
is confronted with a threat from a mass of cliche,operates like
gangster, she looks at her
of the most cynical, violent
formula writing for a quick
paycheck.
husband and tellshim "Don't let
pornography to come out of
Hollywoodin recent years.
The cast is mediocre and
anyoneknow Iwas scared." The
lazy and most of them forget to
The real Veronica Guerin is glib narrator at the end of the
maintainIrish accents throughout
one ofIreland's modern folk
movie even spewscliches:
heroines; a journalist who wrote a "Everyoneremembers where they the movie. Even Cate Blanchett,
usually a reliable actress,gives a
were when it happened."
series of exposeson Ireland's

Staff Reporter

Hession

Cate Blanchett takes to the streets of Dublin
boring one-note performance as
Guerin, though Iblame her lack
of depth partly on the script,
which turns Guerin into a crass,
Americanized stereotype.
A lack of the most basic
film conventions like establishing
shots, character introductions,

and continuity make Veronica
Guerin a flat, formlessblobof a
movie.
Don't see Veronica Guerin.

Try seeingKill Bill Vol. 1instead
it's the polar opposite ofthe
bland, passionlesscynicism
Veronica Guerin is borne out of.

Dropkick Murphys dropkick Blackout straight into listeners' hearts
Kyle Ford
Managing editor
The Dropkick Murphys' latest
recording, Blackout, is pure entertainment
from track one.
When Ifirst popped this CD into my
player on the drive home Ithought, "okay
this is basic punk played well," and was
hooked by the second song.
Thealbum flows well with original
and traditionalsongs and their energetic
spin on them. It moves with their influences of punk rock, rock,hardcore and
stays true to the melodies of the traditional
folk songs they cover. Ican almost
imagine them as a ceiliband — if you
gave the band a couple more amplifiers,

electric guitars and a bass.
According to their biography,the
band's main goal is to play music that creates
an all for one,one for all environmentwhere
everyone is encouraged to participate, sing
along, andhopefullyhave a good time.

Courtesy of Patricia O'Neil

The Dropkick Murphys
They definitelyhave a head start in
the good time department, with a few
songs that can onlybeclassified as pub
drinking songs, and ofcourse the ode to
the Boston Bruins in "Time to Go." You
can tell these boys like to entertain and
have a goodtime while doingit. Of

course, Iwouldbe remissin my duties as a
reporter ifIdidn'tmention the amusing

"Kiss Me I'm #!@*Faced," as a good
stoppingpoint for the album.

These guys bring solid musicianship
beyond the usual three power-chord jam to
their music. Seamlessly incorporating

bagpipes, an accordion, electric guitar, bass,
drums and screaming vocals, this band has
punk-rock solid skills. By the end of the
albummy foot was thumping the floorboards
of my truck and Iwas longingto be back at
theMan On theMoon pub inCambridge,
England watching the football match - that's
—
soccer in American with my chums.
Inaddition bringingpeople together
for a good time. The Dropkick Murphys also
hope to share their experienceandbeliefs in
workingclass solidarity,friendship,loyalty
and self- improvement as a means to
betteringsociety. This album begins with a
shot at dead-beat dads called "Walk Away,"
but more than that the songs are playedwith
raw energy and emotion that appeal to the
everyday working man in allof us.
In all, it's a greatalbum I'd recommend to anyone interestedin having a great
time.Ididn't once want to skip any of the
songs, and I'dbe hard pressed to choose a
favorite. Of course the extra DVD doesn't

hurt either.

Bruce Lee exhibit honors Jeet-Kun Do founder
Display of martial artist's memorabilia impressive to both old and new fans
Megan Lee
Staff Reporter
As a life-long fan of Bruce Lee, with high
expectations, this exhibit of an unusual collectionis in
no way a let down.
The Bruce Lee Collectors
Exhibit, memorabilia belonging

CantoneseLanguagefilmshe appeardin beforehe was 18
years old, prior to moving back toAmerica at age 19.
Next is the "Lair ofthe Green Hornet," a display
accompanied by an impressive collection of memorabilia to rival Rialto. Every imaginablecollector's piece
and more is on display, including a Green Hornet
wallet, all inmint condition.

Following thelair is Lee's

iBHnnHnH

mostly to Seattle resident Perry Lee,

is an amazing chronology ofLee

documentedemergence as a pop

It is a testimonial

Jun Fan, a.k.a. Bruce Lee.
It is a multi-media experience
set up as a sequence of tiny rooms,
showcasing the short life of this
impressive man who battledarch
villains on screen and stereotypesin
everydaylife.
It begins by introducing Lee's
arrival into the world, born in both
the year and the hour ofthe dragon.
It then moves on to later in
|
Lee's life when his father was an
entertainer and how Lee was a street
fighter as a young boy on the streets of San Francisco,
and later inHongKong.
The presentationincludes a chronology of the twenty

ofhow his

charisma and
style brought
karate into popu-

icon. Through theGolden Harvest
Gate and past King Street Toys, Lee
transforms from Kato, a side-kick
signing autographs in his chauffeur's
hat and mask, to become a full-

fledged, international movie idol
with his face on the cover of magazines all over the globe. It is a
testimonial ofhow his charisma and
style brought karate into popular
culture.
Next Lee is shown as an academic:| demic: a University of Washington
graduate and an avid reader. There is a
phenomenalphotograph ofhim takenin his extensive
library. Some of his writings are includedin the display.
Throughout the exhibit are snippets of Lee's philosophies

lar culture.

written on the wall. "I don't want anything halfway; it has
to be perfect."

Enter Lee the teacher.
It is inspiring to walk into the Dojo. This portion
of the exhibit includes artifacts from Lee's various
local studios, and weapons used by the master himself,
all housed inreplica studio, or "kwoon."
He taught and coached many people,including
Hollywood celebrities. Many claim he taught them, but
an accurate list of his pupils would only include about
50 names.
The exhibit ends with a waterfall screen silently
projecting hauntingimages of the late Lee, while music

plays.
This exhibit,marking the 30-year anniversaryof
Lee's death, is being shown at 519 6"1Avenue, in the
northwest corner of the old Uwajimayabuilding (not at
the jail) and, with a student discount it's five dollars.
This in-depth and captivating look at this local
hero who was buried with his son Brandon, at
Lakeview Cemetery on north Capital Hill, warrants a
visit. It is a private collection that will be on display
through the end of the year, Tuesday through Sunday,
with winter hours of 11 am through 5 pm.
For More information visit the Website http://

www.brucelee-exhibit.org
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traveling!"

FREE SNACKS WILL BE PROVIDED!

Fay. Song:

The new Food Service Committee is open to all students and will meet
monthly withBon Appetit representatives to discuss food service issues.
To receive more information, contact your ASSUResidential Rep,
Alicia Kephart at ext. 6050 or kepharta@seattleu.edu!
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"Dialogue 2.1: A DiscussionFrom AllAges"

FILIPINO AMERICAN
HISTORY MONTH
.„ CONFERENCE
,
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Presentedby:KUYAS, UWFASA, and SUUnitedFilipino Club

—

9am-spm
Saturday, Oct. 25th
Registration @ The Engineering Gallery below Wycoff Auditorium!
A daylong conference focusing on issues affecing the Filipino community...
Free admission andlunchprovided for all!

'This One's for the Girls" by

Martina Mcßride
Show: Friends
Quote: "Love many, trust few, but always
paddle your own canoe."
Unknown
Activities: Tennis, Rat Pack, and College
Republican Club
Stuff:
"I am currently holding an
Other
internship at the King County
Juvenile Justice Center. The
internship is a one-on-one
outreach to detainees with the
possibility of working with
psychiatric evaluations."
Fay.
Fay.

-

BE qn THE LOOKOUT FOR MORE ASSU
OFFICER PROFILES IN UPCOMING ISSUES!

STUDENT EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
FALL BALL '03

MOVIE NIGHT!
For your s/iewfr* Hwur*~
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cosmopolitan:
A NIGHT AT THE NEEDLE
WE NEED MODELS AND MC^S FOR
UR ANNUAL FALL BALL FASHION SHOW!
Informational Meeting:
Wednesday, Oct.29th @ 7:3opm
Student Center, Room 210
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SCHAFER AUWTOR/UM

Have questions?
ContactKierstin at kirchmeierk@seattleu.edu!

Have questions?
Contact Tiffany at smallt@seattleu.edu!

HOW TOREACHUS...
Location: Student Center,Room 350
Phone: (206)296-6047
E-mail: seac@seattleu.edu

<

Join a SEAC Committee! The commitment level is as much or as little as you want to make it. Committees include:Fall Ball,
Battle of the Bands, Quadstock, Study Break, Films, Coffeehouse, Multicultural, Publicity and Fundraising!
Contact SEAC VP of Operations, Ann Kelly, at kellya@seattleu.edu or stop by the SEAC office to find out how to get involved!
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Pope installs 30 new cardinals in consistory ceremony
.

Tracy Wilkinson

Los Angeles Times

—

VATICAN CITY
A weak Pope John
Paul IIinstalled 30 newcardinalson Tuesday
,setting the toneand agenda ofthe Roman
Catholic elite that will eventually select his
successor.
In apoignant, regalceremony,inwhichthe
pope seemed to wipe away a tear,men from
22 countries one by one accepted the scarlet
hatoftheir newstatus,thenkissedthepontiffs
ringamidintensespeculation overPopeJohn

Paul'shealthand ability tocontinuein power.
The gathering, which took place in St.
Peter's Square, is known as a consistory, and
is normally held every three years. The pope
movedup this meetingby several months, a
signal to manyhere that Pope JohnPaulmay
be aware that his time is running out.
And with thatcomes an inevitableand very
subtle process of reconnaissance, by cardinals assessing each other, and by Vaticanwatchers handicapping the potential candidates. Two things are true in this race: it is
nexttoimpossible to predict who will emerge
as the next pope and thebest candidate is he
who does not appearto be one.
Because this might be the 83-year-old
pontiffs last consistory, the next pope is
likely to be among the men gathered here.
With Tuesday's additions, the College of
Cardinals has swelled to the record size of
194activecardinals,of whom135 are younger
than80 and therefore eligible to entera secret
meeting inside the Sistine Chapel to vote for
anew popeapproximately 15 to20 days after
the pontiffdies.Formore than 600 years, the
cardinals have always chosen one of their
own to headthe church.
It is considered unseemly, and is in fact
prohibited, for the cardinals to speak about
the succession while the pope is alive. Ask,
and they say they await the HolySpirit to
guide their hand and thoughts. Still, in a
series of interviews over thelast few days,it
was clear that the future is very much on the

ly, read by an aide
minds of thesechurch leaders.
The most important part of the cardinal's
Thepope reminded thegroup thatthe scarjob "is electing anew pope," Cardinal Keith letcolor of their hat and new robes signifies
O'Brien,65, ofScotlandsaidon the eveofhis blood, the willingness of the cardinals to
'
promotionTuesday. "Wedon tknow whether makethe ultimatesacrifice. He alsoexhorted
that willbe in one month or in five years."
them toresist "everytemptationofcareer and
Because so many cardinals are relatively personal benefit."
recentappointments,and
A 3 1st unnamedcardinal, who did not atbecause the college is
now so large, the
tendtheceremony,was
consistory has served as
added but in secret,
apparently because of
an opportunity for many
of the men to begin sizreligious persecution
ing eachotherup, weighin hishome country.
ing who they considerto
Amongthepapabili,
or potentialpopes,one
be good pope material.
of the Latins being
"We are getting to
know each other more
mentioned by Vatican
watchers is Cardinal
and more," Antonio Jose
Claudio Hummus of
Gonzalez Zumarraga of
Ecuador,acardinalsince
early 2001, said. He

homily or read out the names of the new policies to conquer poverty."
princes ofthe church.
Another favorite candidate among the
"Enriched by its new members, the Col- "Vaticanisti," the journalists who cover the
legeofCardinals reflects evermorethediver- Vatican full-time,andamongBritishbookies
sity ofraces andcultures thatcharacterizethe who set the odds, is Francis Arinze of NigeChristianpeople,"thepope wrote inhis homi- ria. While a black pope might seem improb-
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BELLTOWNCONDO
Why rent when you can afford to own? Beautiful and
quiet Belltown condo FSBO
$165K. Newer building with
low HOD's come by Open
House 10/26 & 11/02 from
11-4.Theaddress is 425vine
St. $424
Call 206-605-3207
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cagosaid.
Justin Rigali,known for his loyaltyto the
Vatican and the only American to becomea
cardinal Tuesday, was asked to what extent
hewouldbe representing theneedsofAmericans when he enters the conclave.
"A cardinalis chosenwith considerationof
hisbackgroundand wherehe comesfrom. As
"
suchherepresentshispeople, theLos Angeles-born Rigali, archbishop ofPhiladelphia,
said shortly after Tuesday's ceremony.
"In the final analysis, you have to judge
according to your conscience."

40°- Services
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$550, excellent location,
hrdw floors, lots oflight, pets
ok.Call Jim or Denise (206)

Get Paid For Your Opinions! Earn $15 - $125 and
329-5711.
more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions.com
Addressers wanted immediately! No experience necessary. Work at home. Call
405.447-6397
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200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

200. Help Wanted

Brazil, the country

withthe largestCatholic
thought
population.
added thathe
the Pope John Paul II
He isconservative in
pope waspreparing for a
church doctrine; he once formally reprismooth transition.
"We are seeing the Holy Father falling manded a subordinate priest for advocating
more and more ill," Gonzalez Zumarraga thedistributionofcondomsto SaoPaolo poor
said. "There is an awareness that change as a way to prevent the spread of the AIDS
couldbeimminent. Amongboth the new and virus.
the previous cardinals, we are increasingly
But Hummus, 69, isalso a passionateadvowilling tomake ourselves readyand obedient cate forthepoor,a themethat PopeJohnPaul
to the Holy Spirit."
stressed in whatmaybehis finalmajor docuIn Tuesday's ceremony, the pope, despite ment, an exhortation to the bishops released
his failing health, smiled frequently and last week.
"The great challengeforthe churchis how
seemed genuinelypleased at his selections.
—
givehope
Each new cardinal knelt before him and to
toa people who feel excluded
receiveda three-hornedscarlethat, known as not hope in theory but real hope,"Hummus
a "biretta," borne on a sterling silver tray. said in an interview, outlining his pastoral
Pope John Paul was unable to place the hats agenda. "It's not about just giving people a
onthecardinals' heads,handing theminstead handout; it's about profound structural retoeach prelate.He wasalsounable to readhis forms. The church has to fight for public

100. For Sale
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able in such a tradition-bound institution,
proponentsargue his election would send an
important message to theCatholic Church as
it stands up to the rise of Islam across the
African continent.
Among those whobecamecardinals Tuesday were three Africans, includingAnthony
Olubunmi Okogie, 67, of Lagos, who has
campaignedagainst the impositionof sharia
law in Nigeria, and the Sudanese Gabriel
Zubeir Wako, 62, who as archbishop of
Khartoumhas witnessedconsiderable persecution of Catholic priests.
"The country willbeheard from," Okogie
saidbeforeleavingLagos forRome. When
the white smoke puffing from the Sistine
Chapel 25 years ago signaled the election of
Pope John Paul, he became the first nonItalian pope in 455 years. Some Vaticanisti
suggest the cardinals will want to return the
papacy to Italianhands, even though Italians
hold a smaller proportion of seats than before.
FavoredItalian candidates include Dionigi
Tettamanzi,69,a popular,moderate cardinal
since 1998, and Angelo Scola of Venice, a
theological conservative who was in
Tuesday'sclass.
One certainty is the pope will not be from
theUnited States.
"Even the appearance of being in some
way captured by the world's onlysuperpowerwould not behelpful to the missionof
the church," CardinalFrancis GeorgeofChi-
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Find a new employee
Find a new job
Find a new home

Rent out space
Buy and sell used
merchandise
Recruit volunteers
Andmuch more!

Toadvertise in The Spectator,
please contact Melissa M.
Maxmillian Capital Hill Erickson at (206) 296-6474
Move-In Special $99 2nd for classified'pricing and inMonthRent Studio in beauti- formation.
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Editorial
Seven weeks late, students in the Marysville (Wash.) School District
finally kicked off the 2003-04 school year yesterday.
The teacher's strike that kept the more than 11,000 elementary, junior
highand high school students out ofclass was the longest in statehistory;
one that has set everyone involved back almost two months.
However, you can't completely blame teachers for seemingly always
beginning a strike right before school starts or in the middle of the school
year. A good way for anyone to get what they want is to make things
inconvenient for whoeveris withholding the prize at stake.In that spirit,
the smart thing for a disgruntledgroupof teachers todo wouldbe to strike
at a time that forces administrators to try and end everythingquickly.
But you wonder why these matters don't ever get resolved in the
summer? It seems likeevery yearin this state, at least twoschool districts
begin the yearon strike, causingkids to miss anywhere from a couple of
days to a couple of months of school.
Obviously, thekids' instinct says, "Hey,cool,no school meansa longer
summer break."Butin fact,a strike canbe fairly detrimental,especially for
high school students.These fall months are the time high school seniors
should be applying for colleges and getting their transcripts and resumes
together.For high school juniors, it's a goodtimeto start planningto take
the SAT or ACT, as well as start thinking about what college is right for
them.
Then there are the makeup days. Since Washington statelaw mandates
180-day school years,every day the districtmisses at the front end comes
back to bite them in theback end. As a resultof this strike, the Marysville
kids are staring at 36 makeup days.
A larger issue, though, is the value of teachers to school districts and
society in general. Nearly every teacher strike -just like nearly every
m orkers' strike-isaboutmoney,whichhighlights thefact thatteachers are
Hobbsian view of life.
probably the most underpaid, under appreciatedemployeeswith relation
Now, with this in mind, Iwould
to the importance of their jobs.
like to turn to the social policy
When Drew Bledsoe. former Washington State University and current
favored by each party.
NationalFootballLeaguestarquarterback,signed a 10-year, $ 103 million
Democrats tend to favor wide
contract a few yearsago,he admitted at the post-signingpress conference
—
—
reaching social programs that asthat he was grossly overpaid and that his parents both teachers -really
sist society'sdisadvantaged; weldeserved the money he was making to play a game.
fare,universalhealth care,andimOf course, noone is saying teachersshould make millions of dollars a
$43,000
migration services are just a few
year.But the state average teacher salary of a littlemore than
per
h
2()'
(ranked
in the country) seems a littlelow.
year
examples.
While the image of kids finally going back to school likely signals the
Butthe desirefortheseprograms
endofthe localmedia's thoroughcoverageof the MarysviJle situation,it
is basedon theideathatpeopleare
Jennifer Dinning
Spectatorcolumnist
is far from over.The teachers' union still has no contract, no talks were
unable to care for themselves. As
scheduled with administrators at the moment, and the only reason the
the Hobbsian would put it, the
teachers went back to work was because a judge ordered them to. The
Politically, Iam what is known masses are stupidandc vi1andmust
union is still lobbyingfor a new superintendent andschool board.
as a "fence sitter" or a "swing be protected from themselves and
So it appears that next year, after a school year and summer of no voter."
others.
progress as usual, the beginning of the school year will be marked by
My views as a whole cannot
Democratic feelingsongun conanother strike. And if not in Marysville,certainly inanother district in the appeal to either of ourmaj orpoliti trolare anexcellent illustration of
state.
cal parties and this has a way of this.Ifpeople werebasically good
Spectator
Terence,
irritating anyone strongly affili- andresponsible, wewouldn't need
The
EditorialBoard consists of Erica
KyleFord and AustinBurton.Signedcommentaries reflect ated with either side. So it seems to worry if they had guns; they
fitting thatIamabout to present a would be able to handle the risks
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of the
theory
thatis likely torankleDemo- and responsibility on their own,
body.
University
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crats and Republicans equally.

Democrats are often characterizedas "treehugginghippies." But,in all fairness,
Iwould hypothesize that
they view themselves as
generally good people
who are out to help othIwould also hypothesize, from my personal

but clearly Democrats do not feel
that thisis the case.

the Republican agenda.
However,cuttingtheseprograms
indicates that the people who use
them can take care of themselves,
and do not really need the programs. All wehave todois takethe
programsaway,and the good and
wise populace will find they no
longer need them, and that they
can care for themselves.
But the Republican zeal for morality legislationsuggests that this
is not really what they are thinking
either.If we cannot trust the gen-

eral populace to tell right from
wrong,as morality legislationsuggests, how can we trust them with
a gun?
This apparent discrepancy may
appear tobe adirecthypocrisy ora
formof Orwellian "double think,"
but Ido notbelievethisisthe case.
Perhaps it arises because party
views are based more on re-election than on one consistent philosophy.
Orperhaps it arisesfrom
the longhistory of change
and development of party
views.
But Ibelieve that the
most likely explanation is
this:people asawhole cannotcollectively becharacterized. Some can be
trustedwithresponsibility
others cannot. Some
d tough love and othneed a helping hand.
ifurther, some people
handle one type ofreand not another.
Politicalparties need tosetbright
linerulesinorder to communicate
to a large votingpublic, but bright
line rules do not apply to real life
people. Political parties, too, are
made up of individuals,anddifferent areas of policy and thought;
they cannotbequantifiedanymore
easily than you or I.
Ifthat isthe case, is everythingI
just said a load of crap?
Jennifer Dinning is a first-year
studentatthe SUSchoolofLaw.
Send
feedback
to
dinninj@seattleu.edu.

Political parties need to
set bright line rules in
order to communicate to a
large voting public, but
bright line rules do not
apply to real life people.

experience,that they view
people, as a whole, as beinggenerallygood.Imagine,for those of you who
have taken your core philosophy courses, asomewhat Lockeian view of the world.
Republicans are usually characterized as being somewhat insensitive, evenharshor coldhearted.
Some feel that they have a "might
makesright" view of the world,as
the trend in Republican defense
spending seems to suggest.
But,Iwould hypothesizeagain
frompersonalexperience,(hat they
view that most Republicans value
strict rules andboundaries andclear
structure in order to best benefit
society. Again for those of you
whohave taken yourcore philosophy courses, imagine a more

But canthisbewhat mostDemocrats think about others, despite
their apparent view'on life?
Republicans aren t freefrom this
type ofinternal hypocrisy either.
Republicans tend to favor a
tough-love social policy. Cutting
social programs and lenient gun
legislation are twoexamples.This
type of policy isbased on the idea
that people are basically good and
wise,andif youleave them alone,
they willmake intelligentchoices.
Cuts on welfare, immigration assistance, and every other social
programimaginable seem to be on
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PETA activists need to wake up, smell the beef
but six billion
broilerchickens will

Ithink it's time everyone
wakeup and realize that
animal testing is
necessary for the
advancement of science.

die this year in
slaughter houses,"
it's time to get real.
God put us in
charge of all the
beasts for a reason.
He figured wecould
handle it.
Now, I agree,
some of us have come up short on that and
like to drown puppies and set fire to cats.
This, however,is not whatI'm talkingabout.
Mostofus doa prettydecentjobofadvancing both the well being of humans and animals.That's thewholereasonforthe AALAS,
making things better for animals. By standing out in front of the Convention Center
calling these veterinarians evil for slicing
openlive catsand force feeding strychnine to
the family dog, animal rights activists are
beingcounterproductive.
As one of the veterinarians Ispoke with
pointed out, "a stressed out animal is not
going to provide good data, and no data is
better thanbad data." Makes sense to me.
He also pointed out that organizations like
PETA need to get their facts right.
Animal testers have their hands tied. The
government requires that certain things be

Mark Griswold
Spectator columnist
Last week, over 5,000 scientists met in
downtown Seattle to discuss better ways to
treat laboratoryanimals.
They were part of the 54thannual meeting

of the American Association for Laboratory
Animal Science (AALAS). Along withthem
camescores ofanimal rights activists chant-

ing various epithets and carrying signs proclaiming that "Jesus was a vegetarian" and
that "Animals Are People Too."
Let'scut thecrap,people.I'm not abad guy
by any means. Inever set ants on fire with a
magnifying glass or ripped the wings off
flies.
However, whenpeople likeIngrid Newkirk,
ex-president of People for the Ethical Treatment ofAnimals(PETA), point out that "Six
million Jews died in concentration camps.

tested on animals
before being put on
the market. If you
don'tlikeit.Animal
Liberation Front,

began on dogs it only took 10 years to find a
cure. And by the way,syphilis wasn'talways
just a disease shared by prostitutes and philanderers. It was widespread.
Maybe Bill Maher isn't for trading a rat's

start vandalizingthe

life for your grandfather's,but as for me, I
thank the scientists who have found cures to
countless diseases because of testing on ani-

offices of the FDA,
notdrugcompanies.
What's really
ironic, and would
make me laugh if it
wasn't so tragic, is that half the time groups
like ALF go on their crusades to free
minks...andthe minksendupdeadonthe side
of the road from malnutrition and dehydration, likely a much more painful end than
beingeuthanized.
Ithink it's time everyone wake up and
realizethat animal testing is necessary forthe

advancementofscience.
The more we support groups like the
AALAS the better the animals will have it
and, in fact, the less animals willbe used.
Testing on animalsis not a for-profit deal.
It costs a fortune andmiles of red tape just to
beable toconduct a test ona littlemouse. I'm
sure the AALAS would love it if they could
findanother way,but right nowthis is thebest

method we have for curing diseases.
The veterinarian Ispoke withpointed out
that once tests for finding acure for syphilis

mals.
One last thing (don't get me wrong, Ilove
vegetarians, I think most of them are great):
Don't tell me it's evil to eat meat.
Humans havebeen doing sosincethe dawn
of time. In fact, according to Dr. Atkins,
humans wereonce chiefly carnivoresand not
until we began to settle down and cultivate
thelanddid webecomethe omnivores we are
today.
Furthermore, unless you are going to go to
the Serengeti and start preaching to thelions
about the evils inherent in eating gazelle,
stick a carrot in it because beef is what's for

dinner.
Take a look at www.aalas.org.
www.animalrights.net.andwww.peta.org for
further information. Remember though, everyone is biased. Even me.

Mark Griswold is a junior international
studies major. Send feedback to
five11c©cliffhanger. com
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Voice

Why don 'tyou make up your own Campus Voice question?
by Greg Boudreau

"Idon't read the paper.

"

ALLAN LEAL,

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS,
SOPHOMORE

"Do you vote?"
KEVIN UHL,
ECO STUDIES, JUNIOR

"If you could date any animated
character who wouldit be?
I'ddate Prince Eric from the
LittleMermaid!"

ABIGAIL LAXA, LIBERAL
STUDIES, JUNIOR

"Do you ever wish you were
lying on a beach in Hawaii?"
SHANNON GERMAN, SOPHO-

MORE, HUMANTIES, SPANISH, AND SOCIAL WORK

"If the school is 62% girls and

38% guys then why don't Ihave
a girlfriend?"

"Iwant the answer the guy to the
left ofme has."
JONATHAN SHES,

TIM LANG, INTERNATIONAL

BIOLOGY,

STUDIES, SOPHOMORE

FRESHEMEN

Campus Voice Coaching coming from your Spectator Cover Editor
Greg Boudreau
Cover Editor

Cover Editor Greg Boudreau asks
Courtney Anderson a Campus Voice
question.

Hello, myname isGregBoudreau andI'mthe CoverEditor
here at Seattle University's student newspaper,TheSpectator.
Ido the Campus Voice. Igo about campus and ask people
the question of the week and write down their response and
take their picture, which is thenpublished in the next issue.
Manypeople,soI've heard,enjoy the campus voice, saying
that it is the first thing that they read when they pick up the
paper,if not the only thing.
However, though many people enjoy reading it, many
people do not enjoybeing asked the questionor the prospect
of being in the newspaper. What Iwant to do is convince
you that it is not that bad and to offer everyonea few tips on
answering the Campus Voice.
Peoplepreferfun pictures andfunny answers. Be silly,
answer silly, pose silly, it's much more fun that way. You
don't evenhave toanswer the question. I'm open to whatever
you're up for. But it's your voice and not my voice, so I
can't answer the question for you.
Go with thefirst thing thatcomes toyourhead. Trust your
instincts; unless of course you really want to change your

answer, but don't stress about your answer for the next hour
and then hunt me down to change it, it's not that necessary.
In fact, it'skind of weird; don't do that.
lamgoingto takeyourpicture. Sometimes people answer
and thenrefuse to have their picture taken why? Did you
thinkIwas going todraw a caricature ofyou instead? Andif
you did think that then would you really prefer a caricature
of yourself in the paper than an actualphoto?
You don 't look as bad asyou thinkyou do. People seem to
have this big aversion to having their picture taken and I
assure you that the picture is not as bad as you may think.
You can always approve the picture after Itake it,and if you
don't like it then we can take another, and another, perhaps
in a variety ofposes, with a variety of outfits, in a variety of
backdrops. It'llbe fun, like being a model, except this way
you'll stillbe able to eat.
It'sfun to be in the Campus Voice. It's like free personal
advertising. You'll become popular; people will come up
and talk to you about your answer. People will want to date
you, will want to go to Fall Ball with you, and will want to
takelong romanticwalks on thebeach with you. You'llbe a
big shot on campus when you walk around to class for that
week. You should try it sometime.
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